The Hebrew Poetry of the Younger Generation of Immigrants from the Former Soviet Union in Israel
Part 1: Alex Rif, Nadia-Adina Rose

The emotional and intellectual attraction to sectionalism in the literature and research has undermined the concept of the literary, cultural and scientific melting pot. Dichotomies such as hegemony-margins and nativism-migration have penetrated nearly
every sphere of criticism. Scholars like Hannan Hever tend to regard nativism as an illusion and invention\(^1\), and the awareness of an element of immigration or exile\(^2\) in the literature of the various aliyot is growing\(^3\). Nissim Calderon described the “multiplicity of cultures of Israelis” in literature, ideology and politics, and noted the multiplicity of ways in which the immigrants and the members of the second generation find their way to their original cultures. He also stressed that often these are not different cultures but rather an emphasis on the difference between a sector and its environment or between one sector and another\(^4\). Calderon has shown that the discourse on the subject calls not only for an equal attitude to all the actors\(^5\) on the social scene but also a different attitude to each of them. The main actor today — the Mizrahi (Oriental) voice — calls for, as Haviva Pedaya writes, a study of the “deep cultural continuities” that bind it to its historical roots\(^6\). But the attitude towards the past reemerges differently in each and every sector. That is true of the relations between one or another sectoral literature and the hegemonic literature, especially since the boundaries of the latter as well as of the concepts of identity and authenticity are in no way defined or uniform, as Yochai Oppenheimer has stressed\(^7\). Adia Mendelson-Maoz has banded together writing in various sectors and diverse languages\(^8\) under multicultural categories along with marginal literature but in doing so has also further sharpened the differences between the various sectors in this writing. Identity is then defined, today as in the past, by means of the affiliation to a sector.

At the end of 2018, Francis Fukuyama’s new book *Identity: The Demand for Dignity and the Politics of Resentment*\(^9\) was published. It redefined, in keeping with the needs of the time, the concept of
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3. For several years, Rachel Albeck-Gidron has been teaching a course “Hebrew Immigrant Literature” in the Department of Literature of the Jewish People at Bar-Ilan University.
identity, not based only on nationality, geography, religion, ethnos, community, etc., but rather on perceptions and views, and more so on emotions: the insult and the demand for respect. At the same time, Alex Rif’s book of poetry, *Tipshonet mishtarim* (Silly Girl of the Regime) was published. She is one of the founders and prominent figures in an artistic group called “Generation and a Half” or “Cultural Brigade”, which brings together young artists who were born in the former Soviet Union, immigrated to Israel at a more or less young age, and today create in Hebrew while drawing on the cultural loads they acquired in their childhood and from their families. Owing to the social agenda of the group’s art and activity, it has become a perfect test case for the concepts proposed by Fukuyama. On the other hand, his new book about his attempt to grasp the social developments of the last decade has become the object of a critical test in view of the artistic facts presented by the members of the “Generation and a half” and artists who are close to them. An analysis of their poetical and cultural works, particularly in poetry, may reveal their perceptions regarding identity and the modes of establishing it, and thus create an imagined stage of dialogue between them and one of the major trends in contemporary social thought.

I will open with a discussion of Rif’s book and then proceed to the works of Nadia-Adina Rose, Yael Tomashov, and Rita Kogan. I will show that the poetry of the generation and a half rejects the paradigm of insult, anger, victimhood and the demand for respect, and moves, through sublimation of violence and a carnivalesque relief, to a paradigm of compassion, generosity, love and pride.

**The language of Babushka of a Generation and a Half**

*Silly Girl of the Regime, by Alex Rif*

The generation and a half struggled to acquire the new language and at the same time to preserve the “old” language, and while the symbolic, silent mother becomes an object of anger and protest, the grandmother (the “babushka”) remains a pure source of discourse, story, formative legend. But within the discourse, the void, an imperceptible layer of life from a memory of the foreign past, entrenches itself, and demands a renewed plunge into the redeeming Hebrew, the present and clear Israeliness, which is also vexatious, pushing one back into the bosom of the mother-babushka, and so it goes back and forth. Thus
a language of many bodies is created, which is reminiscent of the Russian matryoshka doll, also known as Babushka — a stereotype of Russianness which refutes its own stereotypy in its mysterious, doleful complexity, so full of yearning for the infinity within. A consummate example of this is found in Alex Rif’s writing. In her book *Silly Girl of the Regime* (2018)¹⁰, the poem *My beloved jachnun* seems like the manifest, compact and fiery, of her lyric protagonist:

Wait for me, I will break into your apartments,
With a bow tie made of toilet paper, sandals and socks.
This time too you will smile when I come in,
And when I pass you by, you’ll roll your eyes.
Like Joseph, I will return
To sit among you at Friday night dinner,
And all my lice and titles will bless he who brings forth Salt from the wound in a polite voice.
When they ask how my parents are doing
Or how I caught on so quickly to the language
I’ll laugh at them with a mouth full of jachnun
And I will vomit with pride (24).

The poem is constructed like a rhetorical speech or a dramatic scene with a dialogue and a vigorous, violent action at its center, in the style of Antonin Artaud’s theater of cruelty¹¹. It is framed by two transgressive events: a break-in, in the first line, and vomiting in the last line. Their meanings are identical: the breaking down of a boundary between the I and the other, between private and public, between inner and outer. The poem creates an allegory of immigration along the lines of the “powers of horror” and “abjection”¹²: a gesture of the grotesque violence of the break-in by the stranger, swallowing up the local culture in a grotesque ritual, vomiting the swallowed up culture as a grotesque expression of successful socialization. At the center of the enthusiastic speech of the protagonist there is her rhetorical identification with the biblical Joseph, by means of which she creates her myth¹³ as the loved, chosen brother, an object and victim of the brothers’ hostility who becomes their redeemer. The meaning of this remedial transformation is reinforced by
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¹⁰ A. Rif, *Silly Girl of the Regime* (Hebrew), Pardess, Haifa 2018. The page numbers will be inserted in the text.
¹³ The myth is understood here in the concepts of Alexei Losev: miraculous personality history transmitted by words, when the miracle is the realization of the transcendent purpose of the personality in empirical history. See: A. Losev, *The Dialectics of Myth*, trans. V. Marchenkov, Routledge, New York 2003, p. 185.
means of the reversal of one of the main blessings of the ritual of a meal: he who brings forth bread from the earth — he who brings forth salt from the wound. This parallelism has two sides — metonymic and metaphorical: the bread is linked with the salt in metathesis and in a metonymic form (dipping of bread in salt as is customary during the blessing), and the earth is likened to a wound in a physical, material metaphor. The wound with the salt sprinkled on it is a symbol of the trauma of immigration, but by means of the new myth and the new ritual created in the poem, the trauma is processed and corrected — the removal of the salt from the wound presents a possibility of recovery. Like the vomiting at the end of the poem, the wound and the removal of the salt from it are a transgressive breach of the boundary of the body and a reference to the aesthetics of cruelty and abjection.

The metaphorical wound of immigration, analogous to the earth, is embodied in the sickening reality of the open mouth of the body. The wound with the bandage on it is the unique, one-time body of the entity, the personality in its embodiment, the reality itself. Jacques Derrida writes about the wound and poetry, when he revises the ethics of Emmanuel Levinas: “The signature of the writer, that same person who exists in the poem, as in every text — is always a wound. Whatever is open, never heals — that opening is the mouth, and that mouth speaks at the place where the wound is… those lips mark the mouth that speaks, even when it is silent, calls to other, without any preconditions, in the language of a hospitality that allows for no choice”14. Rif’s poem creates that stage of hospitality and speaks to the hosting other in the language of the wound, but it is also the language of abjection and of the bursting forth of violence. As long as the protagonist is talking and saying the blessing on the bringing forth of the salt from the wound, the wound remains open, the poem continues to be written, the trauma must be worked through15.

The main strategy the poet adopts for working through the trauma is the hyperbolic humoristic reversal, an aesthetic which, owing to Mikhail Bakhtin’s famous work, is known as carnivalesque16. At the opening of the poem, the protagonist is represen-

15 On the wound of immigration, see also: Pedaya, Return of the Lost Voice, 90–93.
ted in the figure of a girl-clown, heart-rending and annoying, like a caricature of the new immigrant from the Soviet Union with its two external cultural characteristics: a bow in her hair and sandals worn with socks. The bow tie is made of toilet paper so instead of being a symbol of festivity and high culture, it turns into low physicality, the head becomes the backside, in keeping with the laws of the carnivalesque laughter, and the aesthetic of abjection. It is like the vomiting at the end of the poem, when the mouth, the swallowing organ, becomes the secreting organ. In the same paradigm of the secreting mouth there is also the grotesque laughter of the protagonist, as the vomiting seems like its direct continuation. The clown-like, carnivalesque laughter destroys the hierarchy and creates chaos that undermines the order of the ritual discourse, so hypocritical and banal, of the native, hosting society: “how my parents are doing”, “how I caught on so quickly to the language”. The immigrant is perceived as a small girl, and hence the patronizing, paternal attitude towards her, but she, with artistic zeal, adopts that character as a carnivalesque mask in order to offend her adoptive “parents”.

This is the essence of clowning, and it is already embodied in the title of the book, in the words the author uses to describe herself: “silly girl”. The name refers to the tradition of silly, foolish characters in literature and culture: from In Praise of Folly by Erasmus of Rotterdam and Ship of Fools by Sebastian Brant, Shakespeare’s fools, and up to the character of Ivan the fool in Russian fairytales, the younger but smarter and more successful son, which is similar to the character of the biblical Joseph. The “silly girl of the regime” is the figure of the naïve Soviet person, the double of the figure of the mother, and the speaking character is the confused character who does not tell: “her stifled lips confuse years/that are not from here” (47)¹⁷. She is the one who creates around herself the tiny, private gulag, as in the poem My gulag. That is how the character of the immigrant is depicted as a clown-silly girl-fool, and implicitly, is the one who triumphs, which is expressed both in her laughter of superiority and in her moving testimony in the last word of the poem — “pride”. This is not pride elicited by the compliments of her pathetic hosts, but rather her ability to “bring forth salt from the wound” and to laugh at the two “homelands”, to become integrated in both cultures (signified by the strange food and the strange clothing) and at the same time to be alienated from both of them, to sequester herself from them and through them.

¹⁷ "שְׂפָתֶיהָ הַכְּבוּיוֹת מְבַלְבְּלוֹת שָׁנִים / שֶׁלֹּא מִכָּאן (47)"
We will see several other examples of the clownlike figure or of a carnivalesque reversal in the book. In the poem *Yevgeny* a process similar to the one in the previous poem takes place. The I establishes him/herself by offending and mocking the other while exchanging roles. This time the protagonist is the one wearing the mask of the native or the pathetic oldtimer, while the other plays the role of the despised new repatriate. The protagonist is a girl in a kindergarten who undertakes the task of socializing little Yevgeny:

I was already the one  
Who explained to him,  
In distinct Hebrew words,  
That socks and sandals are,  
How to put it, ugly,  
That a sandwich with herring is,  
How to put it, smelly,  
And that he should speak Hebrew,  
It’s not Russia here!  
The day Yevgeny came to kindergarten,  
I was overjoyed (12).

The poem reflects an early stage of immigration, with its typical imitative behavior, while the previous poem presents a mature, independent character. Nonetheless, in both poems, the protagonist’s behavior is infantile, in both the figure of the victim-clown is center stage (here she is sadder and not violent) in the scene of the cruel circus, and they both lead to the point of healing moment at the end, when the speaker achieves a sense of joy or pride by realizing her comic superiority, replete with venal self-irony.

In the poem *Air conditioner*, the protagonist describes how it took twenty-five years for her parents to install an air conditioner: “One day an air conditioner was born / just like a stork brought my brother / and they bought me in a store” (29). The comic reversal between a child and an object and between a birth and a purchase sharpens the absurd in the family life of immigrants, and the disparity between the acquisition of culture and of physical comfort: “there was money for ballet class, for organ lessons and a summer camp / but not for an air conditioner” (29). The protagonist mocks and laments the situation in which she herself is forced to be a kind of substitute for the lacking air conditioner. At the end of the poem, the heavy silence of the mother in front of the new air conditioner leaves no room for laughter or triumph.
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8) "זֹאת כְּבָר הָיִיתִי אֲנִי שֶׁהִסְבַּרְתִּי לוֹ, בְּמִלִּים עִבְרִיּוֹת מֻפְרְדוֹת,شֶׁגַּרְבַּיִם וְסַנְדָּלִים זֶה אֵיךְ לוֹמַר, מְכֹעָר,שֶׁסֶּנְדָּבִיץ’ עִם דָּג מָלוּחַ זֶה,אֵיךְ לוֹמַר, מַסְרִיח,וְשֶׁיְּדַבֵּר עִבְרִית. פֶּה זֶה לֹא רוּסִי! בְּיוֹם בּוֹ יֶבְגֶנִי הִגִּיעַ לַגַּן (12)."

9) "’יוֹם אֶחָד נוֹלַד מַזְגָּן. / כְּמוֹ שֶׁאֶת אָח שֶלִּי הֵבִיאָה חֲסִידָה / וְאוֹתִי קָנוּ בַּחֲנוּת הָּיָה כֶּסֶף לָחוּג בָּלֶט, לְשִׁעוּרֵי אוֹרְגָּנִית וּלְקַיְטָנַת גַּל-עָף / אֲבָל לֹא לַמַּזְגָּן (29)."
In the poem, *A recurring dream*, the figure of the mother is shaped in a carnivalesque, humiliating and cruel manner:

In her nightmarish dream, the protagonist interprets the reality in a way that breaks the discourse and the culture down into three planes: the immigration, the duality of body and soul, the morals of victimhood. With bitter sarcasm, she places her mother at the center of the circus, and becomes a clown herself, with the unbearable mocking commentary on the character of the mother, that reverses the meanings and the values, turns the lofty into the despicable. In this nightmare, as in a distorted mirror, liberal, humanistic and feminist values, fundamental ideas absorbed in literature and culture studies, unravel. As in the earlier poems, this one leads to a point of reversal, the revelation or the proud self-fulfillment, while at the same time erasing the identity of the previous image. And as in the previous poems, this fulfillment mocks itself: “Not a floor rag” but rather “a whore”. This is clown-like pride or pretension, like the ending of the poem “In the holy land I learned”: “to travel in the world / to love the sea / and to feel contemptuous of ev-ry-one” (43). The tension between the concept of the melting pot and the concept of multiculturality is manifested in the internal conflict and the difficulties of self-fulfillment, namely in an identity crisis. The crisis is given clown-like expression in the poem Song of tranquility:

In the poem, *A recurring dream*, the figure of the mother is shaped in a carnivalesque, humiliating and cruel manner:

In her nightmarish dream, the protagonist interprets the reality in a way that breaks the discourse and the culture down into three planes: the immigration, the duality of body and soul, the morals of victimhood. With bitter sarcasm, she places her mother at the center of the circus, and becomes a clown herself, with the unbearable mocking commentary on the character of the mother, that reverses the meanings and the values, turns the lofty into the despicable. In this nightmare, as in a distorted mirror, liberal, humanistic and feminist values, fundamental ideas absorbed in literature and culture studies, unravel. As in the earlier poems, this one leads to a point of reversal, the revelation or the proud self-fulfillment, while at the same time erasing the identity of the previous image. And as in the previous poems, this fulfillment mocks itself: “Not a floor rag” but rather “a whore”. This is clown-like pride or pretension, like the ending of the poem “In the holy land I learned”: “to travel in the world / to love the sea / and to feel contemptuous of ev-ry-one” (43). The tension between the concept of the melting pot and the concept of multiculturality is manifested in the internal conflict and the difficulties of self-fulfillment, namely in an identity crisis. The crisis is given clown-like expression in the poem Song of tranquility:

"לְטַיֵּל בָּעוֹלָם / לֶאֱהֹב אֶת הַיָּם / וּלְהִתְנַשֵּׂא עַל כּו-לָּם לִפְעָמִים הַמֻּתֶּכֶת שְׁבִי לֹא מְזַהָה אֶת מִי (34)"

Sometimes the melted part of me
fails to identify who

לְטַיֵּל בָּעוֹלָם / לֶאֱהֹב אֶת הַיָּם / וּלְהִתְנַשֵּׂא עַל כּו-לָּם (43)
The poem underscores the basic pattern of the conception of subjectivity in the book: *non-identity (the creation of the doppelganger, a mirror) — identification or the separation of identities ("cleaning" the wound) — a clown-like rectification (simultaneously proud and frustrated).* A distinct example of this pattern — a search for the home: "I like to visit / in prisons / and cemeteries / and brothels. / That’s how it is / when you’re looking for a home" (66). The parable of the return of the prodigal son becomes a joke, the spiritual search, a physical search that goes through the shameful sites of the body. The carnivalesque reversal corrects itself when in the end the physical meaning of the home turns out to be a metaphor, which also contains within it the shameful reality of materiality and physicality. In the poem *Questions* another double of the protagonist appears — a grandmother living in a nursing home, an allegory of this world: “You ask / when will it end / this circus” (76).

A carnival always contains violence, playful or real. Clowns can be amusing but also menacing. Rif’s immigrant-clown also has a violent facet, expressed in the characters of the fighter and the victim, as in the poem *Hapi-logue*, the last one in the book, in which the poet asks herself, “So what in fact / still remains?” (81):

You can already remove the patches of the immigrant
Dismantle the weapon of Hebrew.
Set aside the shields of marvelous Zionism.
You can relax in the living room with a cup of black coffee
And to the glory of the melting, write an epilogue:

My son, I have won your battle.
My parents, in your war I have not succeeded.
Forgive me (82).

---

The discourse of the Holocaust and the victims (the ‘patch’) is intertwined with the discourse of fighting and heroism (“weapon”, “battle”, “war”). On her internal stage, the protagonist presents her living room — a sign of normality and reconciliation, an end to the life of wandering, finding a home. However, the sarcastic tone shows that this too is an act, one more segment in the circus show. When she enumerates the three main means at the disposal of the Israeli ideological combat, she stresses only their power: the Holocaust, the Hebrew language and Zionism. She finished her compulsory military service, but the war isn’t over, other soldiers are now loading their rifles, other victims are now wearing the patches of the immigrants. The lyrical confession about the achievement of peace draws the “portrait of immigration” (like the subtitle of the book), the front lines of the war. “To the glory of the melting [pot]” is a slur on it. The humor and the irony need not mislead the reader: the battle is still raging, and this is underscored by other poems in the book and stories about other wars.

The poem Modern legend tells about three siblings — “a pretty girl, a clever child, a mischievous infant” (79) — who, in the wake of World War II become “a widow, a hunchback, and a barren” (80). It is a quick sketch of the history of the twentieth century, similar to the poem History: “A pension of one thousand four hundred new shekels each month. / To move to a new country is like flying into space. / At the age of 42, deaf, mute. / Karelia, Kolyma, the Ural mountains, / Order number 22, to shoot anyone retreating, / clause five in your ID: Jewish” (74).

This enables the protagonist to enumerate with one breath, without making any distinctions, all the afflictions of the Soviet regime and anti-Semitism, on the one hand, and the hardships of immigration and absorption, on the other. That is the victim-like identity of those who have experienced both of these. This parallelism is not cynical but rather it expresses the protagonist’s consternation at the historical absurdity as well as her militant protest, more philosophical-historical than social. The historical absurdity is translated into an existential absurdity, so much so that the protagonist needs psychological treatment during her military service, as she relates in the poem Therapy:
Outstanding rookie, completed officers training.
Sitting with the mental health officer:
You need to deal with your relationship with your father.
My father didn't join the army [...] My mother just wanted to immigrate to Germany.

Rif's girl soldier, who's in therapy, creates a parallel between herself and her grandfather, above her father's head with the help of military service, even if this parallel is charged with self-irony and ridicule, in somewhat carnivalesque self-deprecation. As a member of the third generation of combatants in World War II, she feels a deep identification with them, sees them as an historic example of firm psychological strength, as in the poem *How was it in school*: “Look at me, my grandma said, / a woman for myself, a math teacher. / If not beautiful at least not ordinary, / not rich so then a communist, / not tall then at least conceited” (51). The grandmother, a former math teacher, appears again in the school (*Grandma and me, 75*), in a nursing home, with math exercises in her hand (*Questions, 76*), and in a cemetery with the possibility of making her a tombstone in the form of a math notebook made of marble (*New visit in the cemetery, 69*). The Grandmother seems distant but also close to the protagonist, almost her double, as in the poem *Grandma and me*:

And during her life we didn't speak.
When I insisted on Hebrew, she didn't understand.
When she gave up on Russian, I didn't listen.
You'll be a math teacher, she declared.
Now she comes to me in my dreams.
Hand in hand she leads me
To my first day of study.
She mathematics, me English.
And I worry about her.
Will they understand her poor Hebrew?
Will they listen?
And only after she went into the classroom,
Proud and sure of herself,
Did I remember: I actually wanted Literature (75).
In this poem, too, as in Therapy, a psychological and historical parallel is created between the protagonist and the generation of grandparents. In her dream, she sees herself as a large-small woman-child, as a teacher and pupil at the same time, and that is her way of communicating with the memory, compensating herself for the lack of conversation and common language with the grandmother during her lifetime. The grandmother’s pride and confidence are reminiscent of the protagonist, as she appears in other poems. The poem itself, in its broken down and nearly ungrammatical language also seems like a combined discourse, as if it were derived from the grandmother’s speech. It attempts to insist on Hebrew without giving up on Russian, even though that’s not possible, to listen although it’s late and in fact there is nothing to listen to. But the protagonist creates the attentiveness in an artificial, symbolic manner, as attentiveness to myself-the other, as happens in dreams. This poem can be defined as minor literature, because beyond the psychological dynamics, it also contains social-historical thought, and can be read as an allegory about relations between the generations and the aliyyot to Israel — the relations between those who do not understand and those who do not listen.

Between the protagonist and her roots — grandfather and grandmother, mother and father, the country in which she was born — silence prevails, and that arouses her anger, anxiety and aggression. Although she is cut off from her mother tongue, she experiences a rupture in the connection with the mother-country and a yearning for “re-territorialization”. This is how she turns to her homeland in the spiritual, despairing defiance of an orphan:

You gave birth to me and disappeared.
You hid your soul from me […] And if I ask you today — will you tell?
As if three decades of silence have not passed between us, As if I did not read your secrets in the books of that damned war You will want to repair and you will remain repaired, And you won’t tear (11).

---

27 Pedaya, The Return, 100–102.
Here, as in other poems, the demand for a story and the frustration at its absence is very evident. The “rupture” in the narrative is perceived as violence and arouses violence, as an impediment to any possibility of correction. The story is not created, not because it is impossible to tell it or there is nothing to tell, namely, not due to the postmodern situation and what it involves — the collapse of narratives, facts and truths — but rather as a result of concealment. The protagonist points to “secrets” that lurk behind the silence, although the secrets are not secrets but rather a game and infantile simulation, because all of them are open to everyone and written in books. Everyone has such “secrets” — the mother, the grandmother and the other actors, but the protagonist does not join in the game of simulated secrets and chooses to break the silence that envelopes the story of the immigrants from the Soviet Union. Unlike the generation of her parents, in her case it is not the silence but rather its belligerent fracture that arouses her pride. Although from a social viewpoint, in particular within the Russian-speaking community, she is preaching to the converted, on the Hebrew-speaking scene, the artistic and largely also the social, she does succeed in creating a scene for the formation of a new culture. It is one in which Hebrew appropriates the “secrets”, stories and the very “soul” of the Russian immigration, the creation of a discourse that is not torn between the generations and the languages, the rectification of the discursive, cultural and mental orphanhood. The stories that were not told are parallel to the possibilities of a life unfulfilled, disappointed loves. In dreams or fantasies in the style of alternative history, the protagonist compensates herself for the non-fulfillment of the desire for a psychological remedy. Thus, for example, in the poem The ballad of Sasha Sokolov about the love of childhood:

On long nights, in a child’s bed, in the redeeming Zion
He pursued me, around the
slim-trunked birch tree
For him, I was the light for the
gentiles
And for me, he was the remembrance of childhood
Of everything promised, that does not exist.
And in another life, when I search for
him on Facebook
To put out unkindled embers
Dozens of blue-eyed unknown Sasha Sokolovs
Will smile at me from the unfamiliar photographs (15).
The poem reveals a mechanism that casts light on the homeland-immigration theme of the whole book: the Russian past serves as a sign of disappointment with the Israeli present. The character identified in the past breaks down into a multitude of foreign, unidentified characters in the present, while the figure of the other is merely the double of the figure of the self (all the more so since the Russian name Sasha is a derivative of the name Alexander, Alex, like the name of the poet). It is a carnivalesque sign, in disguise, of self-alienation and an identity crisis. The characters, the cultural objects and the linguistic signs from the Russian past function like those elements of the symbolic order that translate the Russian imagined into the Israeli real, in Lacan’s terms. Or, to put it differently, they serve as a kind of transition objects, objects of passion destined to be sacrificed for the sake of an initiation ritual and the establishment of a new subject, as a discourse of the absent past that offsets what is lacking in the present. Everything in Rif’s book that may seem like a longing for the Russian and Soviet culture is nothing other than a simulacrum — a sign that camouflages the lack of a referent, a copy without an original, a simulation for the purpose of transferring emotions from one object to another. This mechanism is of great importance both for a psychological purpose of self-therapy, as well as a poetic purpose of creating the dual images: it can be called the language of the babushka.

The poem My mother’s diamond earrings describes how a myth is created in the language of babushka, when the myth is understood as a deception and the substitution of the original meaning:

When I was thirty
I put on your diamond earrings
And I swelled with pride:
They were bought there, I said,
Secretly,
For a sum that was four months’ salary.
I made you into a partisan,
A freedom fighter, a national heroine,
You came to Israel because you wanted to,
Fought to smuggle every cent into the holy land.
A Zionist, an inspiration of the Holocaust survivors.

And I didn’t tell
About how the dreams were erased,
The floors you cleaned
And the panic attacks.
And towards evening,
When I finished judging your life as
a fraud,
I tried to remove the earrings
But I couldn’t manage.
My lie was fused inside me
Like in a successful melting pot
As if it never were (27).

The protagonist creates a myth of the heroine of immigration, in which the earrings serve as a major symbol, an object of desire and appropriation, a transition object, a signifier of infantile identification, the site of silence and silencing. This myth and the process of its creation exist as a paradigm of the honor and insult, the pride and humiliation that Francis Fukuyama writes about in his new book 31. Thus the myth reflects the militant-victimlike consciousness. The earrings have become a lie, and the lie has become a body and an identity. The poem rejects and invalidates this paradigm, condemns it together with the concept of a melting pot. The protagonist judges herself unbiasedly, and in this trial, the story about the Soviet past serves as a false witness in relation to the reality in the past and as a true witness in relation to the reality of the protagonist in the present. If we once again use the metaphor of the language of the babushka, within the matryoshka of the real situation of the Russian past, a matryoshka of the lie in the present is concealed. But when it opens, a matryoshka of the actual Israeli truth is revealed. The earrings belong to the symbolic order that mediates between the imagined (the new myth of mother) and the real (denunciation or, as in the poem My beloved jachnun, the vomiting of the lie).

In the poem Alain Delon gavarit po frantsuski, the Russian sentence, grammatically distorted, that appears in the title (“Alain Delon speaks French”) from the popular song of the famous Russian rock group Nautilus Pompilius, is merely a pretext for the protagonist to declare her victory in her war of socialization in Israel:

I pronounce “R” with a guttural sound
Like a typical sabra […]
He who laughed last laughs best.
Remember, my teasing brother?
I did not remain at the bottom,
And who are you to tell me how to talk? (16)

31 Fukuyama, Identity.
The quote from the Russian rock song is, then, an expression in the language of the babushka. In a satirical, sharp parodic poem *Shura sings a song* (as in the Hebrew expression “Sara sings a song”) the figure of the poet appears with the name Shura, one of the Russian names derived from the name Alexander, Alex, which makes the protagonist the opposite double of the poet. She “gushes poetically” “in the promised land” “in the language of the diaspora”, who “sings of roots” and is perceived by the sabras as having “faultlessly integrated here”, while “the parents clean for others” (38–39). Here “a sad, old, painful Russian song” (38–39) is a stereotypical, caricatural image of the imagined literary Russianness that is meant to silence the real pain of the parents and the guilt feelings of the children: “No one blames” (38–39). Finally, the successful “integration” of the protagonist is also revealed as a lie, her “Russian song”, like the earrings from the above poem, symbolically fused into her flesh, becomes “a speaking voice”, when she no longer sings, but rather “screams from the cage” (38–39). This cage, into which the Russian poet has closed herself, is the cruel, actual reality, in the face of which the Russian song is merely an illusion and a falsehood. In the poem *Grandma cooked a crucifixion* (the parody of the Hebrew *Grandma cooked porridge* and of the Russian *Magpie-crow cooked porridge*), the flash of memory from childhood about a game, which was intended to educate the child and make her feel guilty, leads to a self-characterization that sounds as if it refers to the present, provocative and goading, somewhat clown-like, somewhat serious: “A very bad little girl” (17).

In the poem *My Gulag*, the Soviet emblems, like “Grandfather Lenin”, “Father Stalin” and “Gulag” are intended to signify the reason for the silence that links her mother and father: “The cold in Karelia unites / silent memories, / a corrective labor camp / with his daughter” (47). And this silence is intended to cast light on the reason for her silence towards her daughter, her refusal to tell here, in the Israeli present. The title of the poem — my gulag — further underscores the mechanism of appropriating the historical Russian or Soviet signs for the purpose of metaphorizing or mythifying them, establishing the Israeli-immigrant subjectivity, which contains within it its frustration and pride. Thus the historical phenomenon of the gulag as a “corrective labor camp” becomes a poetical, philosophical and ars poetica image, to characterize the existential distress of the protagonist.

32 "מקהל ברוילה קמע / כרצוננו ש Kirsten, / מי מתמרה בחודש קמע, קציני בז merits." (47)
as an immigrant, and to characterize the poet herself as a prisoner of her artistic and social work to better humanity and the world — a brave and quite provocative analogy (although the comparison of the artist to a worker, slave or prisoner is not rare in literature).

Another example — *Novy God*, the poem and the concept that presents the new year that begins on the eve of December 31, the secular family holiday that is much beloved by immigrants from the Soviet Union. The system of the signifiers of this holiday is breaking apart, and in the words of the protagonist that collapse serves as a bleak picture of the dissolution of the family. Thus in the poem, *Brothers*, she “draws yolkas [spruce trees] with a star of David” (53), and she is most amazed in *Novy god*:

I decorated their tree.
Not with the usual ritual
Nor with the right intention […]
What will I pass on [to my children]
other than a barren pursuit,
A search into the past,
A narrow fragment (73).

Thus the tree of New Year denotes the absence of the festive meaning of itself, signifies its death: “I excel in reading the inscriptions on tombstones” (53). With these bitter words we can summarize, the character of a Russian signifier in Alex Rif’s poetry, as demonstrated in *Silly Girl of the Regime*: an inscription on a tombstone.

The Snow of Metaphors

*Ink of Snow*, by Nadia-Adina Rose

Unlike Alex Rif, Nadia-Adina Rose, a painter and poet, immigrated to Israel as an adult, at the age of twenty-two, and thus does not belong to the generation one and a half. For her, as someone who stammers from childhood, the decision to write poetry in Hebrew arose from the desire not to hear her language. Whereas Alex Rif’s protagonist is a merry clown, Rose’s protagonist in her book of poetry *Ink of Snow* (*Dio shel sheleg*) is a sad clown: “The globe turns and turns / between the stars / like a snowball / and

---

34 N.-A. Rose, *Ink of Snow* (Hebrew), Halycon, Tel Aviv 2015. The page numbers will be cited in parentheses in the body of the text.
I with a nose of carrot / in its center" (Negative, 101). Rose’s circus clown is metaphoric and, unlike Rif’s social orientation, hers is one large existential metaphor, the grotesque danse macabre. In the poem Aunt Leah, the elderly aunt is compared to the whipped cream on the cake whose layers are her dead relatives (16). The protagonist mourns the death of her sister in the poem Unicycle:

I am the clown
Appearing on a unicycle
Since you went away.
A smile stretches over my face
Like a trapeze.
I juggle balls of words
And lose those
That express your name.
There is no counterweight
For my longing (73).

In the poem I didn’t believe, the medical clown tells the protagonist that she is funnier than him, and the next day her father dies, and his face is covered with a sheet “like once when he played hide and seek [with her]” (39). Thus she completes the clownlike transformation: “A red nose / mismatched socks — / I put on the big / shoes of death” (39).

The loss is confusion, and even time itself is befuddled, its hand “fumbling in confusion / over the letters RIP” (66). The carnivalesque transgressive reversal in Rose’s work is tragic, fragile and very cautious as in the poem in memory of her sister who was killed in a terrorist attack: “I do not stand / when the siren sounds / I go with you / on bus number 19” (68). Or as in the poem I Searched, that confuses joy and sorrow, finding and loss: “I walked about / back and forth / did not see […] I was so glad / I found / your grave” (69). The poet’s intuition perceives the profound mythic link between the violence of the carnivalesque turnabout, the wearing of the mask and the violence of the loss of identity, life and meaning. The violence forms the new text, and in it the letters and stones, the bodies and signs, the relations between them, which are given expression grammatically and visually, are objects that have an identical ontological status:

35 [Hebrew text]
36 [Hebrew text]
37 [Hebrew text]
38 [Hebrew text]
39 [Hebrew text]
40 [Hebrew text]
Tombstones crowd
Like acronyms
Of a man’s life.
The narrow path between them
In unwvoeled spelling, sums up
The transition
From here
To there.
There I stand in front of you
And the soles of my feet
Like apostrophes
Before the last
Letter (71).

That is how Rose’s central poetic strategy, which can be defined as the use of ontological metaphors, is expressed. Here is another distinct example from the poem On the thirtieth day:

The last rain
Came down [from the heavens]
Like a captain
From the sinking ship.
I swayed from side to side
On the deck of the kaddish
Between Aramaic clods of earth and
the lawn (70).

While the first four preparatory lines contain anthropomorphic mythopoesis with the comparison image at the center and the double meaning of the Hebrew word yarad (came down), the last three lines create a pure metaphor — “deck of the kaddish” — which combines several synecdoches: ship – kaddish, sways of the worshipper – movements of the sailor, the heavens – the land, the dead language – lawn of the cemetery. The exaggerated metaphors in Rose’s poetry can be explained by the desperate desire to create continuity, to unite fragments of reality — objects, relations, words, thoughts, pictures and facts. Thus poetry supposedly meant to advocate crisis and absence turns out to be mythopoetic — neo-romantic and decadent, surprising in its poetic uniformity and in the world picture it offers — a world in which everything resembles everything, is connected to everything, is at one with everything (opposites and contrasts are part of this uniformity). From the poet’s vantage point, this total metaphoric uniformity enables recognition, understanding, remembrance and learning, as in the poem History, in which the protagonist learns history through her grandmother’s snores that enter into her dreams (13). Then in the dream the grandmother’s image turns into a metaphor of the history that inspires historical truth:
Daydreaming
I gazed at the colorful blanket
That covered her tiny body
Like flowers on a battlefield.
I was afraid that she
Would not return in the morning, but would stay
In that same war
In which she lost my grandfather (13).

Like the figures of the grandmother and the mother in Rif's poetry, this grandmother is silent during the day, but in her case there is no need for talk, because she herself — her body, her position, her visibility — turn into a hieroglyph, a pictogram that tells the story of her participation in the World War II and her loss. It is a mythopoetic story, in which the grandmother is likened to the earth, she spends her nights with her dead husband, and hence already in her lifetime (in the protagonist’s dreams) belongs to the other world. Materialistic mythification of the body is also evident in other poems by Rose. In the poem Naptime, the body is likened to an article of clothing, existence — to a hem in the clothing (20). Another examples: “I wear time like socks, / put on to my face / another pair of wrinkles” (First rain, 23)41; “The hand of the train twists / into the sleeve of the movement, / its elbow shoves aside who I was” (Trip, 24)42; “I shake expressions off my face / wear a bathing cap. / No one will recognize” (Daytime buttons, 27)43; “High voltage lines / on my forehead / I walk about on them / back and forth” (Voltage lines, 43)44. In these examples, the carnivalesque penchant for confusion, the wearing of masks and loss or blurring of identity is very pronounced, a tendency that enthralls the protagonist (or perhaps also the poet herself) far more than the definition of identity.

Nonetheless, the identity that derives from dreams and memories does find its expression. Thus in the poem 1972, from which the title of the whole book is taken, and in which the protagonist recalls her father: “Trees dipped in the white ink of snow […] the Russian hat on your head / like the title of a folktale / you taught me to read” (93)45. The metaphor unites body, clothing, writing and text, and creates the continuity of remembrance, learning, observing and reading. The protagonist learns history through her grandmother’s snores and blanket, reads the folk tales through

41 "אני גורבת את זמנה / ממקשת על פי/ ועל גום בקטיפה" (יורה, 23)
42 "אני שוכב בתכשיט / שלgrounds תאמה / קפוץ חזה, או/ או כותרת שורית" (כותרת, 24)
43 "⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-⬛-てきた
44 " QMessageBox::StandardButton / של הסתיו / או labor כותרת / של בהיר, (43)
45 "ועשני ספרי במדים / שלושה בול / [...] על ההקשר של ראשת / בתוכית להגשה, (93)"
her father’s hat and learns to write through the wintry body: trees like pens, snow like a white page in a notebook, tracks of sleds mark the lines on the page, the father is the one who “dictates” the text (93). Although the ink is white, the pictogram drawn with it is not invisible, nor does it signify absence. On the contrary, the snow is the main identifying code in Rose’s book (much as it is in her paintings and installations). The snowfall appears as the image of immigration (Immigration, 92), the snowflakes are “trapped” in “language” (Stutters, 96), the protagonist compares herself to a snowman in the example cited above (Negative, 101), the snowfall is likened to a resurrection of the dead, and the protagonist, “wrapped in layers / like many generations”, goes out “to welcome the souls” (Resurrection of the dead, 105). The poem Backing up data presents the processes of remembrance and writing in a metaphorical form:

One can observe the difference between Rose’s and Rif’s poetry: While in Rif’s poems we discern psychological realism, Rose’s can be characterized as mythopoetic symbolism. Rose replaces the direct representation of the signifiers of childhood with material and physical metaphors; historical truth with metaphorical truth; storytelling with atmosphere. This gives rise to another difference between her poetry and Rif’s: since Rose’s poetics are not based on direct mimetic representation, she does not turn the representation into simulation, the Russian past into simulacra. This past has no plot narrative, but it does have a solid ontological presence. It is white, fine and powdery like snow, its form more like an area, blanket or lawn, a chaotic fractal, rather than like any structure. But it is built into the “hardware” of reality like a memory card in

a computer. Unlike Rif, Rose does not need the “language of the babushka”, to conceal one language within another, because all her languages are interconnected within the non-hierarchical area of the metaphor, of the “internet of everything” in which everything is linked to everything. The snow, like rhizome\textsuperscript{48}, is the metaphorical network of the unifying meaning of the objects in reality, the images in the memories and the lyrical “footsteps” on the pages of the book. Although the poet refers to the subject of time on numerous occasions, in the network, time has nearly no validity: “I sit in the first / row / like in the front of time / there is scarcely any scenery / to distinguish between past / and future” (\textit{Year-end play}, 107)\textsuperscript{49}. The consciousness is presented here as if on the stage of the theater of the absurd: “The kaleidoscope of the stage devours / the characters once again” (107)\textsuperscript{50}. In space-time covered with snow, the boundaries of personality and identity are also effaced. This situation makes it possible to create picturesque images and complex characters: “Holding on to the school chair / delicate / memorizing the monologue / of my childhood” (107)\textsuperscript{51}. Thus in the metaphors, the boundaries between contents, subjects and signifiers melt, are erased, since, on the one hand, the content of that “monologue” is not presented, and on the other, the discourse itself, the book in its entirety becomes a monologue of the childhood\textsuperscript{52}.


\textsuperscript{49} (הצגת סוף השנה, 107).

\textsuperscript{50} (곳לקיזוקבוק בּוקֶשֶה טוֹרֵף / אֶת הַדְּמֻיָה מֵחָדָה (107), (הצגת סוף השנה, 107).

\textsuperscript{51} (אֲנִי יוֹשֶׁבֶת בַּשּׁוּרָה / הָרִאשׁוֹנָה / כִּבְחָזִית הַזְּמַן. / כִּמְעַט אֵין תַּפְאוּרָה / לְהַבְחִין בֵּין עָבָר / לְעָתִיד) (107).

\textsuperscript{52} Translated from Hebrew by Haya Naor.